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Head Seven (Thought)

This is not Head One. This is Head Seven. I have been here 
all along and deserve some credit. I can read your thoughts. 

You think they’re still your thoughts, but I am tinkering with 
your limbic bits. You hear me the way you heard memory. 

My voice is truer than the one you called inner. If my vibration 
is scarier than Head One’s racket, then you’re still sane. Kudos. 

I know the facts you consider yourself. Your world’s progress, 
your science, made this puzzle a snap. The exoplanet in what 

you called Cygnus was not a straight line. It took an exoplanet, 
in what you called Proxima Centauri, two years to relent in full. 

Some worlds evolve on a parabola. I just use your secrets against 
you. I know the art you wanted to invent. We found the songs 

you tried to hide, but you know they are eventually nothing 
against us. We extracted dictators you wish you still had. I know 

the problem of your art and am hard at work on how to solve 
it. Impressive if you could mobilize. I know what your easy stories 

mean. We keep these themes from Head Eight, of course. Yes, 
we can cauterize as you did. We can share our body in places 

your adrenalin and cortisol would have you hotfot. I know a few 
of you still forage for our weakness with your language, 

that you’ve diagnosed Head Eight. I share this with you because 
we’re in the next phase of our presence. Exoplanet KOI-7711 

came close to defending itself with abstract cannons, but we’ve 
yet to lose. The noise you try won’t drown my suggestion. I know 
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you’ve been restless. I knew your thirtysomething insomnia. 
Squirming with coin flips, four a.m. and wondering if you were 

in the right bed. You worried about $$$ and mortality. You were 
paralyzed on a metronome’s tock. Your muscles are not bored 

by the limo wreck of your planet. Be honest. You once regretted 
your free time. You jotted milestones on napkins, scratched light 

bulbs in book margins. Live in a van. Live in Greece. Learn 
sheet music. Your parties skipped tremor. Yet you’re alive, and I want 

to tell you that I haven’t solved you yet. You. Yes, you, David. 
Don’t think it’s a sign of your superior intelligence. It’s just, you 

lie to yourself so fucking much. Even now, you think of the past 
as a poorly used calendar. Even now, you think my voice is you 

going batshit, not my cranks on your amygdala. Smell the grass 
clippings . . .  but do you see any grass here? Just think if you had studied 

us –  not yourself in a mirror. Turned your leisure into force field. 
Turned your I into Us. Protested ego and endocrine system. You 

think you’re lonely, but you have me now, friend. An earworm is 
the only worm we let live. I’m showing you a tunnel in. Trace 

your hand against its walls. Trace your hand against its walls. 
Trace your hand against its walls. 
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